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Introduction to Astronomy and Astrophysics 2023-01-30 this textbook provides
the basic theoretical and practical knowledge of astronomy and astrophysics
it provides an overview from classical astronomy and observational methods to
solar physics and astrophysics of stars and galaxies it concludes with
chapters on cosmology astrobiology and mathematical and numerical methods
numerous color illustrations examples of calculations and exercises with
solutions make this work a useful companion to undergraduate astronomy
lectures the book is suitable for students of physics and astronomy at
teacher training level or in the bachelor s degree but also people interested
in natural sciences with appropriate basic knowledge of mathematics and
physics will find here an appealing introduction to the subject this fourth
edition has been updated and revised with respect to the latest developments
in astronomy the chapter on mathematical methods has been redesigned and the
software used is now exclusively python from the contents spherical astronomy
history of astronomy celestial mechanics astronomical instruments physics of
the bodies of the solar system the sun state variables of the stars stellar
atmospheres stellar structure stellar evolution interstellar matter the
galaxy extragalactic systems cosmology astrobiology mathematical methods this
book is a translation of the original german 4th edition einführung in
astronomie und astrophysik by arnold hanslmeier published by springer verlag
gmbh germany part of springer nature in 2020 the translation was done with
the help of artificial intelligence machine translation by the service deepl
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com a subsequent human revision was done primarily in terms of content so
that the book will read stylistically differently from a conventional
translation springer nature works continuously to further the development of
tools for the production of books and on the related technologies to support
the authors
Astronomy and Astrophysics 2008-04-15 this book is designed for upper
division courses in astronomy and as a reference for science professionals
the subject areas of astronomy and astrophysics have grown tremendously
during the last few decades new developments in radio astronomy and recent
data retrieved from nasas hubble space telescope have resulted in many
discoveries and created new interest in the study of the universe using four
color throughout astronomy astrophysics describes the different techniques
and instruments employed in the study of the universe and the results
obtained with discussion on both theory and observation the book covers
topics such as minor planets radio astronomy astronomical telescopes
measurement of solar brightness distribution black holes and the einstein
effect a cd rom with color figures and simulations accompanies the book
An Introduction to Astronomy and Astrophysics 2024-04-29 astronomy is the
field of science devoted to the study of astronomical objects such as stars
galaxies and nebulae astronomers have gathered a wealth of knowledge about
the universe through hundreds of years of painstaking observations these
observations are interpreted by the use of physical and chemical laws
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familiar to mankind these interpretations supply information about the nature
of these astronomical objects allowing for the deduction of their surface and
interior conditions the science associated with these interpretations is
called astrophysics an introduction to astronomy and astrophysics offers a
comprehensive introduction to astronomy and astrophysics complete with
illustrative examples and illuminating homework problems requiring a
familiarity with basic physics and mathematics this undergraduate level
textbook addresses key physics concepts relevant to stellar observations
including radiation electromagnetic spectrum photometry continuous and
discrete spectrum and spectral lines describes instruments used for
astronomical observations as well as how the radiation received is
characterized and interpreted to determine the properties of stars examines
the structure of stars the basic equations that explain stars in equilibrium
and the fusion reactions occurring in stellar cores discusses the evolution
of stars the solar system the dynamics of galaxies and the fundamentals of
modern cosmology explores the universe at high redshifts where it is
dominated by objects such as active galaxies an introduction to astronomy and
astrophysics teaches students how to interpret the night sky providing them
with a critical understanding of the stars and sun solar system extrasolar
planets stars and galaxies the book is thoroughly revised to make it an
essential textbook for students the second edition introduces the following
changes new solutions are provided at the end of all the chapters the number
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of problems has increased major chapters have been considerably revised and
new developments in this field have been introduced
Astronomy and Astrophysics in the New Millennium 2002-02-07 in preparing the
report astronomy and astrophysics in the new millenium the aasc made use of a
series of panel reports that address various aspects of ground and space
based astronomy and astrophysics these reports provide in depth technical
detail astronomy and astrophysics in the new millenium an overview summarizes
the science goals and recommended initiatives in a short richly illustrated
non technical booklet
Textbook of Astronomy and Astrophysics with Elements of Cosmology 2001
designed for students who have a basic understanding of physics and
mathematics this text provides a fundamental three in one introduction to
astronomy astrophysics and cosmology the astronomy section explores
fundamental topics such as the celestial coordinate system stellar
classification schemes h r diagrams and the masses and radii of stars the
astrophysics section addresses stellar structure stellar atmospheres energy
generation in stars and nucleosynthesis also covering galactic structure and
rotation the cosmology section introduces the robertson walker metric and
friedman models of the universe and discusses the present status of the
hubble constant along with problems associated with the age of the universe
numerous problems diagrams and up to date references make this an ideal
introductory text for graduate courses in physics mathematics space physics
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or any program for which astronomy is an option
Introductory Astronomy & Astrophysics 1998 this advanced undergraduate text
provides broad coverage of astronomy and astrophyscis with a strong emphasis
on physics it has an algebra and trigonometry prerequisite but calculus is
preferred
Introductory Astronomy and Astrophysics 1992 this book provides readers with
a clear progress to theoretical and observational astrophysics it is not
surprising that astrophysics is continually growing because very
sophisticated telescopes are being developed and they bring the universe
closer and make it accessible astrophysics book presents a unique opportunity
for readers to demonstrate processes do occur in nature the unique feature of
this book is to cover different aspects in astrophysics covering the topics
astronomy theoretical astrophysics observational astrophysics cosmology the
solar system stars planets galaxies observation spectroscopy dark matter
neutron stars high energy astrophysics
Astrophysics 2012-03-30 astronomy astrophysics and space research have
witnessed an explosive development over the last few decades the new
observational potential offered by space stations and the availability of
powerful and highly specialized computers have revealed novel aspects of the
fascinating realm of galaxies quasars stars and planets the present
completely revised 5th edition of the new cosmos provides ample evidence of
these dramatic developments in a concise presentation which assumes only a
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modest prior knowledge of mathematics and physics the book gives a coherent
introduction to the entire field of astronomy and astrophysics at the same
time it takes into account the art of observation and the fundamental ideas
behind their interpretation like its predecessors this edition of the new
cosmos will provide new insight and enjoyment not only to students and
researchers in the fields of astronomy physics and earth sciences but also to
a wide range of interested amateurs
The New Cosmos 2013-06-29 essential astrophysics is a book to learn or teach
from as well as a fundamental reference volume for anyone interested in
astronomy and astrophysics it presents astrophysics from basic principles
without requiring any previous study of astronomy or astrophysics it serves
as a comprehensive introductory text which takes the student through the
field of astrophysics in lecture sized chapters of basic physical principles
applied to the cosmos this one semester overview will be enjoyed by
undergraduate students with an interest in the physical sciences such as
astronomy chemistry engineering or physics as well as by any curious student
interested in learning about our celestial science the mathematics required
for understanding the text is on the level of simple algebra for that is all
that is needed to describe the fundamental principles the text is of
sufficient breadth and depth to prepare the interested student for more
advanced specialised courses in the future astronomical examples are provided
throughout the text to reinforce the basic concepts and physics and to
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demonstrate the use of the relevant formulae in this way the student learns
to apply the fundamental equations and principles to cosmic objects and
situations astronomical and physical constants and units as well as the most
fundamental equations can be found in the appendix essential astrophysics
goes beyond the typical textbook by including references to the seminal
papers in the field with further reference to recent applications results or
specialised literature
Astronomy and Astrophysics 1887 astronomy and astrophysics abstracts aims to
present a comprehensive documentation of the literature concerning all
aspects of astronomy astrophysics and their border fields it is devoted to
the recording summarizing and indexing of relevant publications throughout
the world astronomy and astrophysics abstracts is prepared by a special
department of the astronomisches rechen institut under the auspices of the
international astronomical union volume 59 60 the fifth cumulative index of
astronomy and astrophysics abstracts comprises author subject and object
indexes to volumes 49 58 thus the astronomical and astrophysical literature
of the five year period 1989 1993 is covered by this volume
Essential Astrophysics 2013-05-24 as demonstrated by five nobel prizes in
physics radio astronomy has contributed greatly to our understanding of the
universe courses covering this subject are therefore very important in the
education of the next generation of scientists who will continue to explore
the cosmos this textbook the second of two volumes presents an extensive
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introduction to the astrophysical processes that are studied in radio
astronomy suitable for undergraduate courses on radio astronomy it discusses
the physical phenomena that give rise to radio emissions presenting examples
of astronomical objects and illustrating how the relevant physical parameters
of astronomical sources can be obtained from radio observations unlike other
radio astronomy textbooks this book provides students with an understanding
of the background and the underlying principles with derivations available
for most of the equations used in the textbook features presents a clear and
concise discussion of the important astronomical concepts and physical
processes that give rise to both radio continuum and radio spectral line
emission discusses radio emissions from a variety of astronomical sources and
shows how the observed emissions can be used to derive the physical
properties of these sources includes numerous examples using actual data from
the literature
Astronomy and Astrophysics in the New Millennium 2001 discoveries in
astronomy and astrophysics have brought out several outstanding problems and
puzzles for resolving these new inputs from physics may be required there
exist several centers with excellent instruments and many new instruments
will be developed in the next few years similarly several satellites are in
orbit and more are being planned for future astronomical studies clearly
astronomy and astrophysics will provide great opportunities for an
inquisitive mind to do first rate research work there is a good scope for
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carrying out path breaking work in astronomy astrophysics and space sciences
to attract students and researchers to this exciting frontier it is necessary
to provide them a strong academic foundation astrophysics a modern
perspective is an attempt in this direction this book has evolved out of a
series of lectures delivered at two winter schools in astronomy and
astrophysics organized by the tata institute of fundamental research tifr
bombay special effort has been made to highlight some of the challenging and
unsolved problems from the observational and theoretical points of view all
the contributors to this volume are well known scientists of tifr and have
made significant and lasting contributions in their respective fields each
chapter develops the subject from basic considerations of physics and goes on
to the present day understanding some of the important problems facing
astronomers and astrophysicists today are highlighted throughout the book the
close interaction between astronomers astrophysicists and physicists has also
been brought out it is hoped that this approach will attract more students
and research workers to the fascinating area of astronomy and astrophysics
Author, Subject, and Object Indexes 2013-11-11 driven by discoveries and
enabled by leaps in technology and imagination our understanding of the
universe has changed dramatically during the course of the last few decades
the fields of astronomy and astrophysics are making new connections to
physics chemistry biology and computer science based on a broad and
comprehensive survey of scientific opportunities infrastructure and
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organization in a national and international context new worlds new horizons
in astronomy and astrophysics outlines a plan for ground and space based
astronomy and astrophysics for the decade of the 2010 s realizing these
scientific opportunities is contingent upon maintaining and strengthening the
foundations of the research enterprise including technological development
theory computation and data handling laboratory experiments and human
resources new worlds new horizons in astronomy and astrophysics proposes
enhancing innovative but moderate cost programs in space and on the ground
that will enable the community to respond rapidly and flexibly to new
scientific discoveries the book recommends beginning construction on survey
telescopes in space and on the ground to investigate the nature of dark
energy as well as the next generation of large ground based giant optical
telescopes and a new class of space based gravitational observatory to
observe the merging of distant black holes and precisely test theories of
gravity new worlds new horizons in astronomy and astrophysics recommends a
balanced and executable program that will support research surrounding the
most profound questions about the cosmos the discoveries ahead will
facilitate the search for habitable planets shed light on dark energy and
dark matter and aid our understanding of the history of the universe and how
the earliest stars and galaxies formed the book is a useful resource for
agencies supporting the field of astronomy and astrophysics the congressional
committees with jurisdiction over those agencies the scientific community and
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the public
Annual Review of Astronomy and Astrophysics 2006 astronomy and astrophysics
abstracts aims to present a comprehensive documen tation of the literature
concerning all aspects of astronomy astrophysics and their border fields it
is devoted to the recording summarizing and indexing of the relevant
publications throughout the world astronomy and astrophysics abstracts is
prepared by a special department of the astronomisches rechen institut under
the auspices of the international astronomical union volume 34 records
literature published in 1983 and received before february 17 1984 some older
documents which we received late and which are not surveyed in earlier
volumes are included too we acknowledge with thanks contributions of our
colleagues all over the world we also express our gratitude to all organiza
tions observatories and publishers which provide us with complimentary copies
of their publications starting with volume 33 all the recording correction
and data processing work was done by means of computers the recording was
done by our technical staff members ms helga ballmann ms mona el choura and
ms monika kohl mr martin schlotelburg and mr ulrich oberall supported our
task by careful proofreading it is a pleasure to thank them all for their
encouragement heidelberg march 1984 the editors contents introduction
concordance relation icsu ab aaa 3 abbreviations 10 periodicals proceedings
books activities 001 periodicals 15 002 bibliographical publications
documentation catalogues atlases 50 003 books 58 004 history of astronomy 67
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005 biography 71 006 personal notes 73 007 obituaries
Fundamentals of Radio Astronomy 2019-04-24 from the reviews astronomy and
astrophysics abstracts has appeared in semi annual volumes since 1969 and it
has already become one of the fundamental publications in the fields of
astronomy astrophysics and neighbouring sciences it is the most important
english language abstracting journal in the mentioned branches the abstracts
are classified under more than hundred subject categories thus permitting a
quick survey of the whole extended material the aaa is a valuable and
important publication for all students and scientists working in the fields
of astronomy and related sciences as such it represents a necessary
ingredient of any astronomical library all over the world space science
reviews 1 dividing the whole field plus related subjects into 108 categories
each work is numbered and most are accompanied by brief abstracts fairly
comprehensive cross referencing links relevant papers to more than one
category and exhaustive author and subject indices are to be found at the
back making the catalogues easy to use the series appears to be so complete
in its coverage and always less than a year out of date that i shall
certainly have to make a little more space on those shelves for future
volumes the observatory magazine 1
Astrophysics 2010 this book provides a solid foundation in the python
programming language numerical methods and data analysis all embedded within
the context of astronomy and astrophysics it not only enables students to
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learn programming with the aid of examples from these fields but also
provides ample motivation for engagement in independent research the book
opens by outlining the importance of computational methods and programming
algorithms in contemporary astronomical and astrophysical research showing
why programming in python is a good choice for beginners the performance of
basic calculations with python is then explained with reference to for
example kepler s laws of planetary motion and gravitational and tidal forces
here essential background knowledge is provided as necessary subsequent
chapters are designed to teach the reader to define and use important
functions in python and to utilize numerical methods to solve differential
equations and landmark dynamical problems in astrophysics finally the
analysis of astronomical data is discussed with various hands on examples as
well as guidance on astronomical image analysis and applications of
artificial neural networks
New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics 2011-01-04 featuring
403 authoritative articles by world experts this landmark volume is the most
detailed sourcebook on astronomy and astrophysics ever published
comprehensive yet concise this extensively illustrated work treats each
subject in separate articles that cover basic theory states of current
research and a forecast of future scientific investigation
Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts 2013-12-14 research and publications in
the field of astronomy have undergone dramatic changes in the last half
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century while activities just slowed down during world war ii in the us and
in latin america they were very strongly affected by the difficult conditions
prevailing among the european belligerent nations half a century ago re
search activities were mostly confined to observatories linked or not to
universities and usually separated from the teaching of physical sciences
hence directors of observatories played an important role in the choice of
the research fields and schools of research appeared at various places de
veloping specific instrumentation reduction techniques and mathematical
methods to achieve their scientific goals reorganising the research
activities after the war was no minor under taking specially because
communications were interrupted for over five years and isolated continental
europe from overseas activities scarcity of observing instruments some of
them being requisitioned by occupy ing armies enormous gaps in the available
litterature led to local research activities conducted independently of
similar efforts undertaken elsewhere
Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts 2013-12-14 a meeting on astrophysics
from spacelab was held at the internatio nal centre for theoretical physics
trieste in the autumn of 1976 scope of the meeting was to bring to the
attention of an increasing number of physi cists and astrophysicists
including scientists from developing countries the new facil ities made
available by the combination of the shuttle and the spacelab programmes this
book starts from that meeting and includes together with reports presented in
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trieste duly updated a few additional reviews on selected to pi cs in the
first part d j shapland and g giampalmo lithe shuttle and the spacelab
present the design and the programmatic data of these advanced transportation
systems and orbital laboratories vittorio manno introduces the scientific
programmes coordinated and led to execution by the european space agency esa
programmes in astronomy and astrophys i cs j d rosendha 1 lithe nasa
programmes in astronomy and astrophysics summarizes the activi ties in solar
physics high energy astrophysics and astronomy planned in the united states
of america by the national aeronautics and space administration as well as
the expected use of the space shuttle and spacelab in their first year of
operation
Numerical Python in Astronomy and Astrophysics 2021-07-14 this book
introduces the subject of astrophysics to honours and post graduate students
of physics without the necessity of their being familiar with all the
practical details of modern astronomical techniques of observation and
deduction of data the emphasis is on showing how an application of the
commonly known laws of physics gives us important information about the
properties of celestial objects and phenomena
The Astronomy and Astrophysics Encyclopedia 1991-10-15 this is a truly
astonishing book invaluable for anyone with an interest in astronomy physics
bulletin just the thing for a first year university science course nature
this is a beautiful book in both concept and execution sky telescope
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Organizations and Strategies in Astronomy 2012-12-06 driven by discoveries
and enabled by leaps in technology and imagination our understanding of the
universe has changed dramatically during the course of the last few decades
the fields of astronomy and astrophysics are making new connections to
physics chemistry biology and computer science based on a broad and
comprehensive survey of scientific opportunities infrastructure and
organization in a national and international context new worlds new horizons
in astronomy and astrophysics outlines a plan for ground and space based
astronomy and astrophysics for the decade of the 2010 s realizing these
scientific opportunities is contingent upon maintaining and strengthening the
foundations of the research enterprise including technological development
theory computation and data handling laboratory experiments and human
resources new worlds new horizons in astronomy and astrophysics proposes
enhancing innovative but moderate cost programs in space and on the ground
that will enable the community to respond rapidly and flexibly to new
scientific discoveries the book recommends beginning construction on survey
telescopes in space and on the ground to investigate the nature of dark
energy as well as the next generation of large ground based giant optical
telescopes and a new class of space based gravitational observatory to
observe the merging of distant black holes and precisely test theories of
gravity new worlds new horizons in astronomy and astrophysics recommends a
balanced and executable program that will support research surrounding the
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most profound questions about the cosmos the discoveries ahead will
facilitate the search for habitable planets shed light on dark energy and
dark matter and aid our understanding of the history of the universe and how
the earliest stars and galaxies formed the book is a useful resource for
agencies supporting the field of astronomy and astrophysics the congressional
committees with jurisdiction over those agencies the scientific community and
the public
Astrophysics from Spacelab 2012-12-06 this book provides a comprehensive
survey of modern molecular astrophysics it includes an introduction to
molecular spectroscopy and then addresses the main areas of current molecular
astrophysics including galaxy formation star forming regions mass loss from
young as well as highlyevolved stars and supernovae starburst galaxies plus
the tori and discs near the central engines of active galactic nuclei all
chapters have been written by invited authors who are acknowledged experts in
their fields the thorough editorial process has ensured a uniformly high
standard ofexposition and a coherent style the book is unique in giving a
detailed view of its wide ranging subject it will provide the standard
introduction for research students in molecular astrophysics the book will be
read by research astronomers and astrophysicists who wish to broaden the
basis oftheir knowledge or are moving their activities into this burgeoning
field it will enable chemists to learn the astrophysics most related to
chemistry as well as instruct physicists about the molecular processes most
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important in astronomy
Handbook of Space Astronomy and Astrophysics 1984 this book discusses many of
the recent theoretical and observational developments that have significant
implications for astronomy and astrophysics the main themes are i cosmology
ii gravitational wave astronomy and gravitational physics iii stellar
astrophysics and iv active galactic nuclei and disk accretion there are also
contributions on the solar system contents cosmology new cosmological data
and the ocybest fitoco universe o lahav measuring the universe with the
cosmic microwave background d barbosa m chu initial conditions for hybrid
inflation l e mendes a r liddle the density parameter in scalar field
cosmologies j p mimoso a nunes relativistic astrophysics matter trapped
gravitational waves l bento j p s lemos pair creation of particles and black
holes in external fields o j c dias defining a test particle s velocity at
the schwarzschild horizon p crawford i tereno stellar and gallactic
astrophysics searching the whole sky for variability b paczynski t tauri
stars near infrared spectroscopy d f m folha large scale structure and cosmic
rays revisited r ugoccioni et al the contribution of stellar light in bl lac
type objects p mendes m serote roos planetary astrophysics galileo near
infrared mapping spectrometer data from jupiter where is the water vapor m
roos serote et al photometry of centaurs 1997 cu 26 and 1999 ug 5 n peixinho
et al public lectures gamma ray bursts oco the most energetic machines in the
universe b paczynski the physics of the little bang j d de deus and other
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papers readership researchers in astronomy astrophysics cosmology and
gravitation
Astrophysics 2002-03 an introduction to stellar astrophysics aspires to
provide the reader with an intermediate knowledge on stars whilst focusing
mostly on the explanation of the functioning of stars by using basic physical
concepts and observational results the book is divided into seven chapters
featuring both core and optional content basic concepts stellar formation
radiative transfer in stars stellar atmospheres stellar interiors
nucleosynthesis and stellar evolution and chemically peculiar stars and
diffusion student friendly features include detailed examples to help the
reader better grasp the most important concepts a list of exercises is given
at the end of each chapter and answers to a selection of these are presented
brief recalls of the most important physical concepts needed to properly
understand stars a summary for each chapter optional and advanced sections
are included which may be skipped without interfering with the flow of the
core content this book is designed to cover the most important aspects of
stellar astrophysics inside a one semester or half year course and as such is
relevant for advanced undergraduate students following a first course on
stellar astrophysics in physics or astronomy programs it will also serve as a
basic reference for a full year course as well as for researchers working in
related fields
The Physical Universe 1982 this book presents a collection of focused review
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papers on the advances in topics in modern astronomy astrophysics cosmology
and planetary science the chapters are written by expert members of an eu
funded erasmus program of strategic partnership between several european
institutes the 13 reviews comprise the topics space debris optical
measurements meteors light from comets and asteroids extrasolar enigmas from
disintegrating exoplanets to exo asteroids physical conditions and chemical
abundances in photoionized nebulae from optical spectra observational
constraints on the common envelope phase a modern guide to quantitative
spectroscopy of massive ob stars explosion mechanisms of core collapse
supernovae and their observational signatures low mass and substellar
eclipsing binaries in stellar clusters globular cluster systems and galaxy
formation hot atmospheres of galaxies groups and clusters of galaxies the
establishment of the standard cosmological model through observations
exploiting solar visible range observations by inversion techniques from
flows in the solar subsurface to a flaring atmosphere starburst galaxies the
book is intended for the general astronomical community as well as for
advanced students who could use it as a guideline inspiration and overview
for their future careers in astronomy
New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics 2011-01-18 this is a
basic introduction to the physics of compact objects in the context of high
time resolution astrophysics htra
The Molecular Astrophysics of Stars and Galaxies 1998 astronomy astrophysics
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and space research have developed extensively and rapidly in the last few
decades the new opportunities for observation afforded by space travel the
development of high sensitivity light detectors and the use of powerful
computers have revealed new aspects of the fascinating world of galaxies and
quasars stars and planets the fourth completely revised edition of the new
cosmos bears witness to this explosive development it provides a
comprehensive but concise introduction to all of astronomy and astrophysics
it stresses observations and theoretical principles equally requiring of the
reader only basic mathematical and scientific background knowledge like its
predecessors this edition of the new cosmos will be welcomed by students and
researchers in the fields of astronomy physics and earth sciences as well as
by serious amateur astronomers
TEXTBOOK OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS. 2019 this textbook equips masters
students studying physics and astronomy with the necessary mathematical tools
to understand the basics of general relativity and its applications it begins
by reviewing classical mechanics with a more geometrically oriented language
continues with special relativity and then onto a discussion on the pseudo
riemannian space times applications span from the inner and outer
schwarzschild solutions to gravitational wave black holes spherical
relativistic hydrodynamics and cosmology the goal is to limit the abstract
formalization of the problems to favor a hands on approach with a number of
exercises without renouncing to a pedagogical derivation of the main
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mathematical tools and findings
Astronomy and Astrophysics 2001
A New Science Strategy for Space Astronomy and Astrophysics 1997-07-06
Glossary of Astronomy and Astrophysics 1976
Annual Review of Astronomy and Astrophysics 2014
An Introduction to Stellar Astrophysics 2011-08-24
Reviews in Frontiers of Modern Astrophysics 2020-06-17
Astrophysics and Stellar Astronomy 1969
High Time-Resolution Astrophysics 2018-08-02
The New Cosmos 2013-03-09
An Overview of General Relativity and Space-Time 2022-12-29
Astronomy & astrophysics 1970
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